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Abstract—Player modeling and estimation of player experience have become very active research fields within affective computing, human computer interaction, and game artificial intelligence in recent years. For advancing our knowledge and understanding on player experience this paper introduces the Platformer Experience Dataset (PED) — the first open-access game experience corpus — that contains multiple modalities of user data of Super Mario Bros players. The open-access database aims to be used for player experience capture through context-based (i.e. game content), behavioral and visual recordings of platform game players. In addition, the database contains demographical data of the players and self-reported annotations of experience in two forms: ratings and ranks. PED opens up the way to desktop and console games that use video from webcams and visual sensors and offer possibilities for holistic player experience modeling approaches that can, in turn, yield richer game personalization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Player experience has been investigated from a number of different perspectives as it defines the most critical factor and ultimate goal of the game design and development process. Player experience defines a core topic within game studies, game design and human computer interaction, and game artificial intelligence [1], [2]. The successful design of player experience can make the difference between a game that engages players for extended periods of time and a game that contains content — whether that is mechanics, levels, maps or narrative plot points — that fails to elicit appropriate experience patterns and rich affective experiences to its users [3]. If player experience estimates are employed in the game design process — and with particular quantitative or qualitative mechanisms in mind — designers may have the opportunity to change critical game parameters that hamper player experience and iteratively provide a better game to their users. We follow the definition provided in [1] and, thus, view player experience as the “synthesis of affective patterns elicited and cognitive processes generated during gameplay”.

Classifying the available approaches for player experience modeling (PEM) one can distinguish between top-down approaches that are based on or derived from a theoretical model of player experience — such as Calleja’s player involvement model [4], Koster’s theory of fun [5], Lazzaro’s four fun factors [6], the notion of magic circle of Salen and Zimmerman [7] and Csikszentmihalyi’s theory to flow [8] — and bottom-up methods that construct player experience models via machine learning relevant and representative data of player experience usually mapping between experience manifestations to experience annotations [2]. The first (model-based [2], [1]) may offer a solid theoretical framework for the synthesis of computational models of experience but requires validation within games (which is not often performed in such approaches). Moreover, most of the aforementioned theoretical approaches are criticized as not being derived from or tested on interactive media such as games and concepts such as flow can only encapsulate limited aspects of the multifaceted nature of player experience [4]. Model-free approaches [1] on the other hand are making use of machine learning algorithms and they exploit the availability of large game datasets and improved sensor technology for the automatic construction of the computational models; the availability and quality of data are critical factors for the performance and usefulness of the derived computational models. It is important to note that any method that makes use of both a theoretical model and data to support it can be characterized as a hybrid between model-based and model-free [2].

Further building on the vast potential of model-free player modeling, this paper introduces a database of 58 subjects created for the study of user experience and the advancement of user experience and user modeling research in games and beyond. The Platformer Experience Dataset (PED) is publicly available1 and contains multiple modalities of user input from a game survey in which participants played the most popular (and arguably the most representative) linear platformer game: a variant of Super Mario Bros (Nintendo, 1985). In particular, the database contains visual information from the players (obtained through a high-definition camera), in-game behavioral data (logged during gameplay), game context (i.e. game level content) representation, self-reported experience via rating and ranking questionnaire schemes and player demographics. The experimental results already obtained on this dataset [9], [10], and briefly presented here, indicate that the visually extracted information and the gameplay features recorded are appropriate for multimodal player modeling and for testing player experience models using different sets of features and data representations.

1 PED is available at: http://game.edu.mt/PED/
A. Novelty of this Paper

This paper describes the first multimodal, large and open-access player experience dataset which contains synchronized affective and player behavior, that can be used for research on player experience modeling, player modeling, procedural content generation, multimodal interaction, affective computing, image analysis and machine learning — the introduction of such a dataset defines the core contribution of this paper. While open-access multimodal corpora exist in the literature (e.g. [11], [12]) none is extracted from in-game behavior or focuses on player experience. In addition a number of large game datasets are nowadays publicly available — e.g. the StarCraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 1998) dataset [13] — but these are solely constrained to player actions and in-game decisions which limit the capacity of any derived player models. Commercial tools are available for game data logging and processing within the game industry (e.g. see [14]) but none offers an open-source dataset along with it. Arguably, the key contribution of PED is the opportunity to investigate any relationships between multiple parameters of player models and input types including visual information (movement, expressivity and eye gaze), game behavior, preferences, prior experience and demographics. While the majority of player experience modeling studies focus on the relationship between in-game behavioral data and experience annotations (e.g. see [15], [16], [17], [18], [9] among others), the literature is sparse investigating the interplay between visual and in-game behavior of users and its association to self-reported experience and game content.

II. BACKGROUND

This section provides the necessary background on player experience modeling based on objective, non-verbal, measures of player experience and focuses on approaches for behavioral and visual analysis of player experience.

A. Behavioral Analysis of Reported Player Experience

Admittedly, player experience modeling methods that rely on gameplay behavior are comparatively easy to deploy, since there is no need for additional hardware, other than what is needed to play the game. As a result, researchers can easily and quickly attract large numbers of players, compile a large number of game sessions, crowdsource player experience annotations and train generalizable models via machine learning. A popular and highly publicized example of this approach is the Restaurant Game [19], which generated more than 1,000 games in the first two weeks of its release and 10,000 crowdsourced games within three years. While crowdsourcing defines a powerful player experience modeling tool [16] it relies on self-reporting for capturing particular dimensions of player experience. Due to the numerous limitations of self-reporting, Yannakakis and Hallam [20] opted not to choose ratings but pairwise preferences, where players are asked to compare their player experience in terms of different dimensions between two or more levels of the game. A similar preference learning approach is also employed in [21] to learn deep physiological models of affect.

Besides the inherent subjectivity of linguistic information, where the language barrier also exists for players whose native language is different to that used in the questionnaire or during the interviews, self-reports can be either intrusive if they are provided during game sessions or suffer from post-experience effects [22] where episodic memory, learning or social, cognitive and personality factors may bias the players’ responses.

B. Non-verbal Cues for Player Experience Modeling

Complementary to self-reports, a number of non-verbal cues from the players during gameplay can be exploited to enrich the feedback received from them regarding their player experience. In addition to approaches derived from product marketing [22], techniques from user experience with new media, virtual and augmented reality also lend themselves well to this end [23], [24], while human-human interaction may also offer alternative approaches [25]. Physiological signals are the modality of choice in most cases, since their interpretation is relatively straightforward and less subjective compared to other modalities [26]: besides [21], where the authors’ test bed is a maze-like game, Tognetti et al. [15] investigated player experience in the context of a racing game, using a sensor worn on the player’s hand, Drachen et al. [27] focused on first-person shooter games and Tijjs’ work [28] was based on a variant of Pac-Man.

While some of those sensors, also including accelerometers and tilt sensors, are easy to deploy, they provide large quantities of data (in some cases, more than 50 measurement per second of use), which require extensive preprocessing for data-noise removal. In addition, interpreting the resulting features is two-fold: one may choose to interpret them qualitatively or, alternatively, seek for particular movements and gestures with clear semantics. Expressivity features are low-level statistical indicators of the perceived qualities of movement and offer a possible solution to the issue of subjective interpretation. Hartmann first proposed expressivity features in the context of synthesizing avatar movement [29], while Caridakis [30] used them for visual analysis. In a nutshell, expressivity features are based on 2D or 3D information extracted either visually or via accelerometer sensors and map ranges of time-varying statistical features to qualitative movement characteristics, such as power, fluidity and overall activation. Although their interpretation is still subjective when compared to universal facial expressions, it has been shown that automatically estimated overall activation is correlated with human perception and, thus, can be used as a robust indicator for annotating human movement [31]. Other expressivity features also show strong correlation with measurements from human annotators [32], further illustrating the validity of this approach to quickly and robustly interpret large quantities of low-level data related to affect.
C. Visual analysis for Player Experience Modeling

The visual estimation of player experience has been mostly following studies in market or product research, with gaze fixations and saccades indicating the level of interest and engagement to the game’s particular objects or features [33], [34], [35], [36]. Regarding affective analysis, not much work has been done, mostly due to the lack of universally recognizable facial expressions during gameplay and the subjective meaning of universals (a smile may indicate irony, while raised eyebrows may correspond to anticipation of an “epic win”) and lower-level facial cues (winks, head nods), which cannot be resolved without looking into the game context that triggered them.

Studies have shown that when one narrows down the context of interaction, useful information may be extracted regarding the users’ cognitive state. For example, Asteriadis et al. [37] use a web camera mounted on top of the screen to estimate the user’s head pose, eye gaze and engagement towards a reading interface in real time, while Peters et al. [38] extend the same concept towards shared attention to virtual objects with an embodied conversational agent. Eye gaze research has progressed a lot in the past years, thanks mostly to specialized hardware for eye tracking, but also to high quality, yet inexpensive web cameras which cater for real-time, software-based processing of visual streams. Henderson et al. [39] use a hardware gaze tracker to estimate the user’s cognitive state (e.g., confusion, inattention) in the context of reading software, while Steichen et al. [40] study gaze features and cognitive abilities in information visualization and Palinko et al. [41] estimate cognitive load in a driving simulator.

III. RECORDING AND PROCESSING THE DATABASE

The Platformer Experience Dataset was recorded in the framework of the Siren project [46], during which we investigated the role of affect in serious games. Our initial objectives were to identify which facial expressions, facial cues and changes of body posture (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) can be observed during gameplay and whether those can be used to identify player experience, along with the characteristics of the game level, player demographics and preferences and in synchrony with player behavior and performance. Since we also wanted to log the parameters used to generate each game level, as well as player behavior, we chose a public domain clone of Nintendo’s classic platform game Super Mario Bros (Nintendo, 1985), named Infinite Mario Bros (IMB). Game level generation was based on the work of Shaker et al. [16] where hundreds of pairs of IMB game levels were analyzed in terms of self-reported affective states, game level size and features of the level which impact player experience the most.

In terms of technical equipment, we used a camera (Canon Legria S11) capable of recording high definition footage and good quality video in different lighting conditions, so as to minimize gain-related noise in the video signal when filming in environments with moderate lighting; the camera was placed behind the players’ screen, so as to capture body and head movement, as well as facial expressivity. HD video is a welcome feature for visual analysis of facial expressions and, especially, eye gaze, since the eye region is far too small and noisy to robustly estimate eye gaze when using even high quality web cameras. Synchronization of the video stream and the data logged by the game was based on the characteristic sound played by IMB when the level begins, which was captured by the camera.

Fifty eight volunteers participated in the recording sessions (28 male, with player age ranging from 22 to 48 years), which took place in Greece (with mostly Greek participants) and in Denmark (with participants of different ethnic backgrounds). The experimental protocol was based on [42] and started with a consent form, signed by the participants, informing them that they will be recorded during playing IMB and that the videos would be used for research purposes, but with no further information about the aims of the experiment, i.e. analysis of player experience, so as to not trigger unnatural behavior. Then, players were presented with a playable introductory scene, so as to acquaint them with the game, its objective and controls, the successive levels they would have to play and the player experience questionnaire they would have to fill in. They were also presented with a demographic data collection form, which collected information about their gender, age, frequency of playing games, hours spent on gameplay on a weekly basis and any previous experience with the particular game (see Fig. 3).

After this, players were presented with level A and three chances to finish it (see, for instance, Fig. 4). When players lost all three lives or completed the level, they were presented with a rating questionnaire which asked them to report their level of engagement, frustration and challenge in a scale between 0 to 4 (0 denoting “not at all”, 4 meaning “extremely”). The process was then repeated with a different game level (level B) and another rating questionnaire. After completing these two games, players were asked to report which of the two games they preferred for each of the three player
experience dimensions, via a 4-alternative forced choice (4-AFC) questionnaire protocol: A over B; B over A; both equally engaging/frustrating/challenging; both equally not preferred. Finally, players were given the option to play more pairs of games (most of them did) or quit the game. These levels were sufficiently long to evoke affective experiences, but small enough to cater for possible adaptation and seamless procedural generation of the subsequent levels (size and positioning of gaps, number and placement of enemies, positioning of rewards), after they are completed.

Participants played a total of 380 games (more than 6 hours of recording in total). In most cases, they were isolated in the playing room, but even when that was not possible, distractions were observed only between (and not during) successive games, when they were still recorded but this visual data was subsequently removed. In some cases, game logging or visual feature extraction was not possible due to camera failures and freezing of the game, leaving us with 321 video-recoded game sessions in total.

A. Recorded Game Context and Player Behavior features

Since the game level generator is open source, we had the opportunity to choose which level generator parameters to log. After consulting game design experts and following earlier work [43], [16], we opted to control the number of gaps in the level and their average width, the number of enemies and their placement (around horizontal boxes, around gaps or random), the number of powerups and the number of boxes which make up platforms where bonuses (coins or powerups) may be hidden.

Regarding gameplay and player behavior, the logged features are: level completion; Mario death and the cause of death; picking up blocks and bonuses as an absolute number and percentage of total; killing enemies; changing mode and time spent in small, big or fire mode; changing direction and time spent moving left, right, jumping, ducking and running; and the full trajectory of Mario as a combination of events. Specific visual features, other than the video stream, were not recorded, leaving the field open for researchers to investigate any visual manifestations of player experience or any affective characteristics which may be used for player modeling.

As mentioned before, PED offers researchers the opportunity to investigate visual behavior and player experience not only aggregated across a game level, but also at specific occasions within each level, associating expressed behavior with the particular game state. This, for instance, may be used to correlate a surprised face with the player finishing a particular stage for the first time or facing a seemingly impassable gap surrounded by enemies. In PED, video files are sorted in different folders, based on a player identification tag (e.g. “ama_16_03”). These folders contain video files, each of them corresponding to a game level played by the specific player (e.g. “1_A”, “1_B” for the first set of games, “2_A”, “2_B” if they played a second set, etc.), and associated with a CSV file containing the ID code of time-stamped game events. Table I shows the logged events and their ID codes.

Each AVI video has been processed using the software described in [37], providing visual features and eliminating the need for further processing to detect facial features. Detected features from each video are contained in a text file which contains the following tab-separated data: a timestamp (time from the beginning of the level); two 2-D vectors describing the player’s eye gaze and head pose horizontally and vertically; a float value corresponding to whether the player stands still, approaches the screen or moves back; head roll in degrees; and a list of prominent facial features around the player’s eyes (top, bottom, left, right corners), mouth (top, bottom, left, right corners), nose (nose tip), and eye brows (left corner, mid point, right corner).

Finally, each player folder also contains a CSV file containing player demographics and the player responses to the questionnaire about prior experience and another CSV file containing self-reported rating values for each level and self-reported preferences between the two levels of the same set.
TABLE I
THE LOGGED GAME EVENTS AND THEIR IDs CONTAINED IN THE CSV FILE OF THE PLATFORMER EXPERIENCE DATASET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game event name</th>
<th>Game event ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARMOURED TURTLE KILLSTOMP</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUMP FLOWER KILLSTOMP</td>
<td>411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANNON BALL KILLSTOMP</td>
<td>511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHOMP FLOWER KILLSTOMP</td>
<td>611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED TURTLE UNLEASHED</td>
<td>021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREEN TURTLE UNLEASHED</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOOMPA UNLEASHED</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMORED TURTLE UNLEASHED</td>
<td>321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUMP FLOWER UNLEASHED</td>
<td>421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANNON BALL UNLEASHED</td>
<td>521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHOMP FLOWER UNLEASHED</td>
<td>621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LITTLE START</td>
<td>020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LARGE START</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRE START</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LITTLE END</td>
<td>021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LARGE END</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRE END</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUMP START</td>
<td>030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUCK START</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUN START</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEFT MOVE START</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGHT MOVE START</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUMP END</td>
<td>031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUCK END</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUN END</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEFT MOVE END</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGHT MOVE END</td>
<td>431</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Possible rating values correspond to “Extremely”, “Fairly”, “Moderately”, “Slightly” and “Not at all”, while the preference value denotes which of the two levels was more engaging, challenging and frustrating. As noted earlier, players can choose between levels A and B or, alternatively, report no clear preference (levels are “Equally” ranked or “Neither” level is ranked).

B. Initial Analysis of PED

The PE dataset has been used in a number of studies which illustrate its usefulness in multimodal user modeling and user experience research, and prediction of player experience in the framework of experience-driven procedural content generation [1].

The purpose for the first analysis of the PE dataset was to investigate whether visually manifested patterns are correlated with player demographics (age, gender and familiarity with games) and preferences or performance [10]. Player modeling [2] has been mostly researched in terms of player behavior (not visual or affective behavior) in games where the player model, personality and player aims influence in-game decisions, given specific or free choices [44]; in general, player modeling and clustering may also be used to identify players of similar skill and have them play together in a multi-player game, or robustly estimate player experience and adapt the game accordingly. The study in [10], instead, mostly focuses on spontaneous movements, either over the whole game level — regardless of how this ends (i.e. the player finishes the level successfully or loses a life) — or towards the last seconds before a loss. In that study facial expressions (for example, indicating joy or disappointment [32]) were not investigated since their application in gaming contexts may be ambiguous: players may smile not only after completing a level, but also when losing, as an ironic response. In addition to this, after visually inspecting the videos, distinguishable expressions forming any pattern with respect to game events have not been noticed. The visual feature used in the analysis was a heuristic of head movement, defined as the 2D transformation of the position of the player’s eyes within a bounding box around the player’s head at any given frame. We chose to measure player performance based on time spent playing a level, since the number of collected rewards, which is an alternative measure of player performance, varies between player styles (some opt to complete the game level without collecting any). Player data was clustered [45] using visual and game play features: in the three player clusters that were identified, older players (average age: 33.9 y.o. ± 6.3) mostly belonged to one cluster (named Cluster 3), while players of Cluster 1 (demonstrating longer play times) had reported some experience with the particular game genre. Play time was a statistically significant factor (p=0.002) with 65% of players in Cluster 3 reporting that they do not play games at all, while 83.3% of players in Cluster 2 played games at least occasionally.

Regarding player experience, Shaker et al. [9] conducted a set of experiments on the PE dataset to test the hypothesis that the use of multimodal channels of information about player behavior would result in more accurate models of player experience than the ones constructed from a single input modality. A number of player experience models were constructed from four different subsets of the information extracted from the rich information provided in the dataset. The subsets were comprised of gameplay and content features; visual reaction features; mean head movement features; and a set of fused features of content, gameplay and visual reactions. The analysis showed differences among the emotional states investigated; while players’ visual reactions fused against certain game events provided the richest source of information regarding reported preferences with respect to challenge and frustration (with accuracies up to 88.88% and 92.5%, respectively). On the other hand, engagement (predicted with models of up to 91.27% accuracy) seems to be a notion related to the way a game has designed, played, as well as to the visual information coming from the player. In general, the results suggest that combining the two modalities of gameplay and the visual reactions to specific game events would yield more accurate estimators of player experience than relying on a single input modality.

IV. Conclusions

This paper introduced a multimodal database, named the Platformer Experience Dataset, available for the study of
player experience, computational and artificial intelligence in games, affective computing and affect modeling, and multimodal interaction. The dataset consists of visual data, player demographics, preferences, in-game behavior and parameters used to create game content. The corpus can be used to model affective and game behavior of players, based on their profiles, predict their behavior and use constructed player experience models for the complete, or mixed-initiative generation of game levels that optimize aspects of player experience [1] for a single player or for a group of players with similar characteristics for cooperative or competitive play.
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